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CORVETTE HEAVY DUTY DISC BRAKES

The VETTE Signal
Corvette Heavy Duty Brake Front Caliper Installation

While the use of disc brakes was pioneered on
the CERV 1 and the five Grand Sports that were
specially built by Chevrolet Engineering, it
wasn’t until the 1965 model introduction when
the use of four wheel disc brakes was made
standard equipment on the Corvette. While
the Corvette disc brake system was world class
when introduced and certainly more than
adequate for street application, development
tests on dynamometers and at the Milford
Proving Grounds (MPG), demonstrated
unsatisfactory wear and fade when the car was
driven in competition.
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At limit braking pad wear is most pronounced
at the leading and trailing edges of the brake
pads. Racers on extended road courses were
faced with ever increasing pedal travel as the
pads wore, caused when the piston travel
was expended “flattening” the pad against

the rotor before braking force could be
generated. New pad materials and revised
brake pad backing plates made of Inconel
were developed and made available as part
of the J-56 Heavy Duty brake package.
Stiffening the backing plates on the brake
pads was accomplished by adding a flange to
the upper, exposed part of the backing. This
was accomplished by bending the backing
plate 90 degrees away from the pad material.
This pad change required a modification of
the caliper to provide necessary clearance
for the flange. Specifically, the boss that
supported the pad retaining pin on the
standard system was machined away and
two additional holes were added near the
ends of the calipers to accommodate two
large cotter pins to retain the heavy duty
brake pads.

1966-8 Corvette Pressure Reducing Valve

Standard brake pad (top) and Front J-56 brake pad (lower)

Caliper Support Brackets (J-56 only)

A 65/35 % front/rear brake bias was
accomplished by using 1 7/8“diameter pistons
on the front calipers and 1 3/8” pistons
on the rears. When the heavier big block
engine became available in 1965, the need
for additional forward brake bias became
apparent in competition, so an adjustable
pressure reducing valve was included with the
J-56 heavy duty brake package on 1966-1968
Corvettes.

the addition of the brake pressure imbalance
warning switch that was adopted across the
entire Chevrolet product line.
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1966 Pressure Reducing Valve Mount Bracket

This adjustable valve allowed the rear braking
hydraulic pressure to be adjusted to a lower
level than that going to the front calipers in
order to prevent unwanted rear wheel lockup
during limit braking. This valve was mounted
on a bracket under the master cylinder in
series with the brake line that supplied the
rear calipers. The bracket used in 1966 was
unique and was superseded in 1967 because of

The J-56 brake package was further enhanced
by the addition of a cast caliper support to
each front knuckle. A specific heavy duty
piston was also released for the J-56 brake
system in 1967, which featured a thick phenolic
insulator, not present on the standard brakes.
The J-56 Special Heavy Duty Brake Package
was available as a stand-alone option through
the 1969 model year, and then included as part
of the ZR1- and ZR-2 option packages between
1970 and 1972 and again as part of the Z-07
Off Road Suspension and Brake package from
1973-1975.
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